
AC/DC, Black Ice, (Colombia Records)

As a young boy scrawling pentagrams in note-
book margins and eating my Captain Crunch doused
in Jack Daniels, my greatest dream was to rock n’ roll
all night and party every day for the rest of my life.
Daily fantasies included suddenly spouting Robert
Plant-esque curly locks, seamlessly transitioning my
air guitar prowess to lead electric guitar, and booking
a world stadium tour on the strength of my Highway
to Hell tribute album. But as I moved from my preteen
years to the teenage world and from grade school to
high school, the dreams faded and I hung up my
authentic-cut Bon Scott-style sleeveless denim jacket
for good. Or so I thought. 

Today the world of rock rejoices, as AC/DC has
recently released their first studio album in eight
years, Black Ice, and my flagging fandom has been
renewed by its unparalleled rockage and testosterone.
Simultaneously embracing and decimating with ten
tons of TNT their sonic legacy, AC/DC brings rock

and brawling
and booze-
soaked good
times like
never before.
Vocalist Brian
Johnson still
sounds like he
just smoked a
pack of ciga-
rettes and
swallowed a
h e d g e h o g ;

Angus Young’s fingers still solo fast enough to outrun
Kenyans; and the rhythmic backbone of Malcolm
Young, Cliff Williams, and Phil Rudd still powers the
rocking forward with such intensity and consistency
you’d think they’ve been replaced by rock n’ roll
robots. Forget the band’s shaky output for the past two
decades. Hell, forget every album they’ve ever record-
ed. From now on, Black Ice is all the AC/DC the

The album’s main flaw is that it is at times too
quiet. The band’s new soft sound sounds like My
Bloody Valentine turned up to 5 instead of 10. Three
consecutive tracks smack in the middle of the album,
“Cavalry Scars,” “Green Jacket” and “Activa,” struggle
to hold the listeners attention. Luckily, the band saves
this lull with the bass-driven gem, “Nothing Ever
Happens,” complete with an ending that, believe it or
not, will make you want to get up and dance, and is per-
haps the best song the band has ever written. Where
Deerhunter seem to perfect their new subtler sound is
on the fantastic last track, “Twilight on Carbon Lake,”
which starts like a noise-rock lullaby song, but ends in
a triumphant blaze of noisy perfection.

Microcastle’s great appeal will undoubtedly be that
is has things that old Deerhunter fans will find appeal-
ing, yet also a slightly more pop-friendly sound that
will most likely attract newer listeners who were turned
off by some of their earlier work. While Deerhunter’s
new album is not perfect, it shows them exploring new
sounds and trying new things. Though this reviewer is
not sure he would like to see Cox and his band contin-
ue with this quieter sound on albums in the future, on
Microcastle at least, they are successful in creating and
album both to enjoy and to chill out to.

Bryant Kitching

Deerhunter, Microcastle, (Kranky)

Bradford Cox is not a bad guy. Back in May, the
lead singer/songwriter and his band’s third album,
Microcastle, leaked onto the Internet five whole months
before its release date, early even by the Internet’s stan-
dards. Who could blame him for getting a little ticked
off? Now that the soap opera that has been Deerhunter’s
blog the past few months  has died down, you can final-
ly sit back and truly enjoy the music itself. And enjoy it
you will, for Deerhunter’s follow-up to 2007’s critical-
ly acclaimed Cryptograms shows the band exploring
new, quieter sounds, yet staying true to the ambient
noise-pop sound that makes them one of the most influ-
ential bands making music today.

Deerhunter employ an interesting tactic on
Microcastle, especially if the listener is familiar with
any of the band’s other material: they turn the volume
way down. The album oozes along in stark contrast
with the loud, shoegazing firestorm that was their last
album. They explore more of a pop sound, as all of the
songs contain
lyrics and are
almost all
under five
minutes in
length, but the
general soft
sound that the
a l b u m
e m a n a t e s
makes it any-
thing but con-
ventional for
a band like
Deerhunter. 

The first few tracks do not hit you with the same
force as tracks like “Lake Somerset,” or “Strange
Lights,” off of Cryptograms did; rather, they seem to
come at you very gently. The track “Agoraphobia” may
be more conventional than anything else the band has
yet produced, but still fits well within the context of the
album as a whole. “Little Kids” is also a standout track,
complete with an epic climax.

placed and impressive guitar solo that, despite being
Lightburn’s “rock out” moment, somehow manages to
not disrupt the sorrowful modus operandi of the song
and album.

Immediately following “Lights Off” is “Crisis 1 &
2”. Almost right off the bat, Yanchak insists that you
“don’t make a sound/don’t make a sound” over some
aptly light drumming and a quiet keyboard and bass
guitar exchange. The song soon opens up into an
acoustic driven midtempo duet between Lightburn
and Yanchak that works very well. Next up, title track
“Missiles”
is another
i n s p i r e d
a c o u s t i c
o u t i n g
which does
a good job
of high-
lighting the
f r a g i l i t y
both in
Lightburn’s
voice and
the band’s
psychological state.

Of course, when trying to pull off negative emo-
tion through song, it’s very easy to go too far. Case
and point: “Meltdown in A Major.” This song is terri-
ble. No fancy prose or literary enhancement is neces-
sary in describing it. Just skip it. Album closer
“Saviour” is a meandering soulful ditty that features a
children’s choir singing the chorus. Easily the best
track on the album, it’s like seven and a half days long
(read: eleven minutes) and ends the album on a
melancholy but hopeful note. Like I said before, The
Dears are dying. However, don’t mourn them, for
their death has not been in vain. It has resulted in an
album of unusual depth and quality that elicits sincere
and raw emotion better than they ever have before.

Lenny Raney

The Dears, Missiles, (Dangerbird Records)

The Dears are dying. As of the release of their new
offering, Missiles, the band is devoid of silly little
things like a steady lineup, their record deal with
MapleMusic Records, or the beautifully lush orchestra-
tions they are best known for. Last summer, the entire
band, apart from lead singer and primary creative force
Murray Lightburn and keyboardist/vocalist/Lightburn’s
wife Natalia Yanchak, abandoned ship. Lightburn, who
was already in the process of writing a solo album,
decided to turn the project into a collaboration between
him and Yanchak and retain the The Dears pseudonym. 

The tumult of this restructuring is abundantly appar-
ent on this album. Lightburn and Yanchak trade the full
bodied dramatism found on No Cities Left for a more
bare bones minimalist approach. Fortunately, Lightburn
proves himself versatile enough to pull it off. Opener,
“Disclaimer”, is fairly subdued in its approach. It starts
off sounding something like a mixture between elevator
music and a Morrissey song, and, naturally, ends up
sounding something like a mixture between elevator
music and a Morrissey song. This may not sound too
enticing at first, but only when you truly consider the
sheer awesomeness of elevator music, and, of course,
Morrissey songs.

Album highlight “Lights Off” subtley hints at the
(former) theatric tendencies of Lightburn, but manages
excitement and intrigue without ever really breaking
out. Backing “oohs” and “ahhs” and a restrained string
and horn section supplement Lightburn’s quivering
baritone quite nicely. Sounding uncannily like a lost
track from OK Computer, “Lights Off” ends with a well

Blake Schwarzenbach, frontman of both Jawbreaker
and Jets to Brazil (two of my absolute all-time favorite
bands), played two house shows recently with a new
band, The Thorns of Life, featuring  Aaron Cometbus
on drums and Danieal Sea on bass. Needless to say, it
has been difficult to walk around the past few days with
such a large Schwarzenbach boner (I’m still and forev-
er will be beating myself up about not going to those
shows). There better be more coming. 

Music erections aside, this issue of earwax introduces
a revolutionary new symbol to be added to already mas-
sive canon of q-tip and poop symbols...the q-tip infini-
ty sign! This never-ending sign is magically reserved
for a band that continues to produce the same garbage
over and over, eventually reducing itself to the poop-
tainted level of Walmart only sales (AC/DC). I truly
hope that this much-needed addition finds its way into
future reviews. The hits just keep on coming, and com-
ing, and coming, and coming, and coming, and coming,
and coming ( times infinity). 
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strings. Shit.
Frustrated and frightened that I would be doomed

to a life of heart problems and atrophy; my shaking
hands ejected the first disk and popped in the second. I
was at first roused by the “Get Me Body” styled hand
claps and jerked upright by the “Get Me Bodied”-esque
full throated call to action from my favorite diva herself.
Then all of a sudden my enthusiasm escaped me, when
I realized, this is “Get Me Bodied” without any of the
snap, crackle, and/or pop that elevated the original to
classic status. Indeed it wasn’t until the song “Diva,” a
brilliant re-write of Lil’ Wayne’s smash “A Milli” that
most definitely warrants a round of “you go girl!”s from
the gents, rolled around that Beyonce really lets her
locks loose. But even then the highlights on disk two
(“Sweet Dreams,” “Video Phone”) pale in comparison
to the grand heights scaled on her previous efforts.

By the time I had listened to the whole mess all the
way through I had realized I was doomed to an Orson
Welles-esque fate of eternal girth gain. Someone pray
for a decent Madonna album in the next year for me,
please.

Charles Hailer

Beyonce, I am...Sasha Fierce, (Colombia
Records)

Three years ago I came to Fordham University a
glorious physical and mental specimen, with rock
hard abs and a head full of hope and ideas. Three
years, and an ocean of malt liquor later, I’ve transmo-
grified into a fat, complacent couch potato; my
Charles Atlas like physique has been reduced from
chiseled marble to jiggly jell-o. Looking back, it’d be
easy to place the blame on dollar twenty-fours and the
round the clock availability of three dollar steak ‘n’
cheese subs and Buffalo chicken rolls, but that would-
n’t be an
h o n e s t
appraisal of
my plight.
After spend-
ing several
eves on my
uber-comfy
couch look-
ing down at
my roly poly
midsection
in stoic
meditation, I
have come
to the conclusion that it has been two years since R ‘n’
B mega-star Beyonce dropped B’Day on the universe.
It’s been two years since that robust diva got my white
ass shakin’ like a member of the United Society of
Believers in Christ’s Second Appearing. I remember
when the glory days of working up a sweat bouncing
my rump all night meant I could get royally soused
and sweat that shit off on the dance floor to “Get Me
Bodied (Extended Mix).” I was able to maintain, for a
brief period in time, my physical glory through a
steady diet of “Upgrade U” and “Freakum Dress.”

But once the B’Day Deluxe Reissue, the videos,
and the DVD version all began to lose their novelty, I
entered a period of dour hopelessness and began to
settle into a sedentary lifestyle. My ass, once a moti-
vated mover, became a bloated do nothing. For nearly
two years, I thirsted for a new release from Beyonce. 

I assumed, stupidly, that my thirst would be
quenched when I received a promotional copy of I
am…Sasha Fierce, Beyonce’s first album of new
material in two years, and a sprawling, two disk set. I
popped the first disk into my CD player and quivered
with anticipation as the first song loaded. I was
expecting furious handclaps, electronic snaps or deep,
thunderous, thuds of bass or flashes of neon synth
tones. Instead, I got the sound of a lone Beyonce
crooning some shit about wanting to be a boy. I sat
there, slack jawed and heart-broken as Beyonce belt-
ed out what sounded like a slightly less tepid Celine
Dion ballad. By the second song, I had broken into a
cold sweat, and I think I gained several pounds by the
time “Broken Hearted Girl,” the album’s fourth track,
rolled on. Every time I thought that, maybe, just
maybe, the next song would jolt me out of my com-
placency, I was greeted with more rolling piano lines,
mid-tempo rhythms, and weepy, hermetically sealed

world will ever need.
Black Ice kicks off with “Rock n’ Roll Train,” the

first of four songs with “rock” in the title. The song can
best be described as a reimagining of “Highway to Hell”
on train tracks and with crunchier riffs. “Anything
Goes” inexplicably recalls Springsteen’s “Born in the
USA” and soars higher (literally, into higher octaves)
than any AC/DC song I can recall, perhaps the only
moment on the album when the band shakes off its cus-
tomary sweat and sleaze and aims for Bono-esque
heights. The results are mixed, but the solo definitely
kicks ass. But the band jumps right back into the dirt
with “War Machine,” driven by growling riffs and
gruffly chanted choruses. “Wheels” grooves like “You
Shook Me All Night Long” but keeps a harder, more
menacing edge. My personal favorite “Stormy May
Day” looms like, well, a thundercloud over Hell, brings
to mind the awesomeness that is “Hell’s Bells,” and rips
off a Zep riff wholesale from “In My Time of Dying.”

In the last five of Black Ice’s fifteen tracks, AC/DC
takes a heavier and bluesier turn, shelling out some of
the album’s best and most fun rockers. A chugging two-
note blues riff drives “Money Made,” indisputably the
finest song about gettin’ money since 50 Cent’s master-
ful “I Get Money,” and “Rocking All the Way” similar-
ly grooves with a muscular blues rhythm guitar, a choice
that makes the group chorus rock all the harder. The
album-closing title track, however, ups the volume and
distortion to finish up a state of signature AC/DC rock
ecstasy.

In Black Ice, AC/DC has achieved perhaps the
greatest musical and stylistic feat in rock n’ roll history.
As everyone knows, every AC/DC album inherently
sounds exactly the same as the one before it; the specif-
ic songs change, but an inattentive listener simply can-
not distinguish one from another. This time around,
however, AC/DC has managed not only to sound like all
their previous albums but also to make every song on
the album sound the same. Every time I listened to
Black Ice, I had to check the track title at every song
change; even repeated listenings didn’t bring familiari-
ty. This is why AC/DC and Black Ice are brilliant:
they’ve reduced rock n’ roll to a single, indivisible,
uncompromising sound. Satan love them for it.

Alex Orf 

buddies with a lot of the FUV staff. He hooked me up
with two free tickets and the performance was as sat-
isfying as the new album. In fact, she played most of
it as well a couple of singles from her Grammy-nomi-
nated past in an encore that lasted almost as long as the
initial set list. I’m a total sucker for a lady with the
blues, and with a voice as big as hers, I was awe-
struck. Alright, this is a record review, not a love story.

That night I picked up a poster which looks exactly
like the album’s cover and reads, “Susan sings, plays,
and writes with the fire and passion that have earned
her multiple GRAMMY nominations and a GOLD
RECORD.” The nominations were, without doubt,
well-deserved, and I must say that her past was a little
bit rawer, deeper, and more original.

Besides Susan, there’s a second guitar player who
shreds, an organ player with lightning fast hands, and
in-the-pocket rock drummer that keeps the band mov-
ing. That’s what’s up.

Aaron Charles Peer

Susan Tedeschi, Back to the River, (Verve
Music Group)

There must be a couple of music-listeners left who
haven’t lost all hope for the blues. Maybe you’ve strug-
gled to find a thumping contemporary blues artist in
your two-decade life span. Up until I met Susan
Tedeschi, I would have agreed that it was difficult, to
say the least. Verve Music Group released her latest,
Back to the River, on October 28th. Here is a blues god-
dess of the present who is on fire — her lead guitar lines
are big, her vocals are bigger, and the band is huge. No,
I don’t mean this is a 20-piece blues arrangement, I
mean they rock just so damn hard.

Tedeschi, a
thirty-some-
thing Boston
native, is
teeming with
soul. She is
married to
Derek Trucks
of the Allman
B r o t h e r s
Band, and if
you know
a n y t h i n g
about those

guys, her marriage to Trucks alone sits her pretty high
up in the blues/soul scene. However, Tedeschi should
not be famed by that association, but rather by her own
skill and musicianship. Derek does make an appearance
on the record: he produced and plays lead guitar on
track 5, Butterfly. 

I must admit, I’m a little biased. When she came to
perform in Studio A at WFUV Radio on November 12th,
I managed to get on the guest list for that evening’s per-
formance downtown at the Fillmore at Irving Plaza. I
spoke to one of her generous promotional guys who was
pleased with my appreciation for Susan and was old
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“Follow Closely” - Hush Arbors

From their latest release, Hush Arbors, "Follow
Closely" is a much more forward song than most of
Hush Arbors’ earlier music. This is not to say that the
band was ever terribly obtuse (they weren't), only that
this tune does not feature any the drone elements that
are a major part of their previous albums, like
Landscape of Bone. "Follow Closely" still features a
minimal amount of percussion and the same airy
falsetto from Keith Wood. However, the vocals them-
selves are much farther forward in the mix, the guitars
are much cleaner and the rhythm is bouncier than the
songs that typically grace the band's canon.
Essentially, this is a Hush Arbors song you could
dance to, should you be so inclined to cut some rug.

“Luminol” - Miracles of Modern Science

Last Friday, Miracles of Modern Science rocked the
tits off the Ramskellar without the use of guitars. The
six piece is composed of two cellos, a stand-up bass,
a mandolin, a violin and a drum set, but still managed
to create more melodic noise than most traditional
rock bands around today. “Luminol,” a standout both
live and on their self-titled EP (available for free at
amazingwow.org), starts out with a violin trill and
plucked mandolin line and slides into a traditional pop
song. The tension builds for two verses until the sec-
ond chorus explodes in an intense cacophony that
realizes the awesome potential of a line-up like this.

“Sauntom of Qualace” - Youtube  

From the dynamic intro-proclaiming "He's got a gun
and great big man tits,"-you know this is going to be
good. Shamefully rejected as Quantum of Solace's
theme song (in favor of the disgraceful "Another Way
to Die," by Jack White and Alicia Keys), this song is
currently burning up the charts (not Billboard, but
Youtube). Tastefully listed as "Quantum of Solace -
Proposed Theme Song" on Youtube, this ditty sounds
a little bit like David Bowie, and a lot bit like what
should have been the official theme song. Scroll past
the inevitable fight breaking out between Youtube
commenters and you'll see rave reviews such as, "the
guy that play's in this movie is kind of old…but i still
think he's hot..lmfao," "Man tits lol," and "Way better
then pale Jack's and piano girl's song for the new bond
film," and even "Absolutely bloody genius." Well
said, supremoscreamo, you couldn't have said it better
myself.
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